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The topic of my presentation concerns the use of filters in the context of rapid 
reviews. We are interested in reducing the time spent on the review, without overly
reducing the conficence in the findings.
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Rapid Review services

• On-demand rapid reviews (RRs) for hospital doctors and nurses in 

Lower Austria

• Not all questions can be answered using randomised controlled

trials (RCTs) or systematic reviews (SRs)

• Seaches use small number of information sources

• Time factor: screening of unfiltered search results

Our department offers 2 on-demand rapid review services aimed at hospital staff in 
lower Austria. 
Many of the questions we receive can be answered based on systematic reviews and 
RCTs. That means the searches can use established study design filters as well 
databases that specialise on these designs.
However, some questions require use of other designs, usually controlled 
observational studies. But for a long time, there were no reliable filters for those 
designs. This meant providing unfiltered search results, which in turn increased the 
burden of screening.
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Medline-filters for controlled non-randomized studies

(cNRS) by Waffenschmidt et al. 2020

Study designs: Quasi‐randomized controlled trial, Controlled 
before‐after study, Interrupted time series (with a control group), 
Prospective cohort study, Retrospective cohort study, Non‐concurrent 
cohort study, (Nested) case–control study.

Versions:

• Best sensitivity (Fsens): Ovid MEDLINE 92.17%, PubMed:92.42%

• Best specificity (Fspec): Ovid MEDLINE 80.01%, PubMed: 80.89%

Waffenschmidt, S., Navarro‐Ruan, T., Hobson, N., Hausner, E., Sauerland, S., & Haynes, R. B. (2020). 
Development and validation of study filters for identifying controlled non‐randomized studies in 
PubMed and Ovid MEDLINE. Research Synthesis Methods. doi:10.1002/jrsm.1425

For this reason, we were very happy when Waffenschmidt et al a Medline filter for
controlled non-randomised studies with a best sensitivity and a best specificity
version. 
However, the sensitvity of both filters is lower than what we are used from RCT-
filters.
Which begs the question what impact using these filters would have on our RRs, 
which only use a limited number of information sources.
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Retrospective analysis of ebminfo.at and ebninfo.at RRs

1) Proportion of cNRS included in RRs that would still be found by a 

filtered Ovid MEDLINE search,

2) Reduction in study selection (screening) time,

3) Retrieval of missed studies by non-Boolean searches,

4) Impact of missing studies on the conclusions of the original review.

So we conducted a retrospective analysis of our RRs and assessed:
1) The Proportion of cNRS included in our RRs that would still be found by a 

filtered Ovid MEDLINE search,
2) The potential Reduction in study selection workload,
3) The potential Retrieval of missed studies by non-Boolean searches,
4) And the Impact of missing studies on the conclusions of the original review.
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Methods

• Identification of RRs that included cNRS found by the unfiltered Ovid 
MEDLINE search

• PMIDs of original search result, included cNRS, and full-text review 
combined with Fsens & Fspec in Ovid MEDLINE

• Estimate of reduced screening time: 100 abstracts/hour and 12 full 
texts/hour

• Check: retrieval of missed cNRS by reference list screening and 
PubMed similar articles 

• Check: Impact of missed cNRS on RR conclusions (unchanged, less 
confidence, no conclusion possible, change in direction)

• We screened reviews that were published between July 2018 and May 2021 to find 

those that included cNRS and where the original Medline search used no study 

design filters.  

• We used the PMIDs to see if the included Studies were found by the filters, and 
how the number abstracts retrieved and full-text screened would have changed
when the filters are used.

• We calculated the estimated time spent on screening abstacts and full-texts
• For every article missed by the filtered searches, we checked if they would have

been retrieved by non-boolean search methods we used in our original reviews
• Finally, the reviewers assessed if missed studies would have an impact on the 

conclusions of the RRs.
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# Searches Results Comment

1 ("29089825" or "26670853" or "27227202" or "26226095" or "27363528" or "24835213" or "29116341" or "27567060" or 

"27239646" or "29249457" or "28440347" or "26004669" or "26664664" or "27973354" or "26659452" or "25959234" or 

"24815876" or "28043724" or "26201770" or "25570875" or "24966594" or "25251998" or "27679731" or "25651500" or 

"25941433" or "25469784" or "25232240" or "29101980" or "28473066" or "29566420" or "25800942" or "28617883" or 

"24782633" or "26837322" or "27363587" or "25970201" or "27908579" or "28790227" or "26091003" or "24859658" or 

"26116161" or "26947447" or "26655870" or "26377444" or "28295027" or "28370257" or "28624924" or "27957241" or 

"27569696" or "29059466" or "26528818" or "24710567" or "26357427" or "28376114" or "27500382" or "25149296" or 

"27277450" or "28213828" or "28431795" or "28431795" or "28844464" or "29176844" or "27450025" or "24751289" or 

"28426437" or "28715086" or "29517271" or "26031832" or "28231488" or "27440720" or "28561920" or "29121718" or 

"29091321" or "27435327" or "25356026" or "29293527" or "28900522" or "29112910" or "25208061" or "28357031" or 

"27729637" or "28643136" or "28656403" or "28365330" or "26871407" or "26642068" or "27706177" or "29066007" or 

"25514554" or "29069254" or "28856972" or "28598786" or "27689145" or "24871695" or "27471115" or "26857658" or 

"28839883" or "25805059" or "29621270" or "28442120" or "26556985" or "27140522" or "24791844" or "27689833" or 

"26494963" or "27310486" or "29584594" or "27787686" or "28493799" or "25754769" or "29463906" or "26435270" or 

"29317276" or "26143473" or "28503746" or "26366688" or "28063644" or "28586172" or "28056459" or "26580548" or 

"25427743" or "28548237" or "25804329" or "25040931" or "28483579" or "28483579" or "25308941" or "25994191" or 

"28107385").ui.

127 PMIDs of the original search result. 

2 ("24815876" or "28440347" or "28483579").ui. 3 PMIDs of the controlled non-

randomized studies (cNRS) included 

in the rapid review
3 1 and 2 3 The original MEDLINE search 

retrieved all included cNRS
4 exp cohort studies/ or exp epidemiologic studies/ or exp clinical trial/ or exp evaluation studies as topic/ or exp statistics 

as topic/

6131171 Waffenschmidt et al. (2020) 

sensitivity maximising cNRS filter for 

Ovid MEDLINE
5 ((control and (study or group*)) or (time and factors) or cohort or program or comparative stud* or evaluation studies or 

survey* or follow-up* or ci).mp.

7965001

6 4 or 5 10498042

7 (animals/ not humans/) or comment/ or editorial/ or exp review/ or meta analysis/ or consensus/ or exp guideline/ or 

hi.fs. or case report.mp.

9640874

8 6 not 7 8155393

9 1 and 8 70 Search result after cNRS sensitive 

filter is applied
10 2 and 9 3 Original search + cNRS sensitive 

filter retrieves all included cNRS

This is an example to show how we used PMIDs in Ovid Medline to asses the number
of search results and the search sensitivity when the filters were applied
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Search 

number

Query Results Comment

1 28643136 26857658 26357427 26655870 26116161 28370257 29317276 26435270 8 Includes of abstract screening 

(= full texts screened) where a 

PMID was available in our 

EndNote Library
2 29089825 26670853 27227202 26226095 27363528 24835213 29116341 27567060 27239646 29249457 28440347 

26004669 26664664 27973354 26659452 25959234 24815876 28043724 26201770 25570875 24966594 25251998 

27679731 25651500 25941433 25469784 25232240 29101980 28473066 29566420 25800942 28617883 24782633 

26837322 27363587 25970201 27908579 28790227 26091003 24859658 26116161 26947447 26655870 26377444 

28295027 28370257 28624924 27957241 27569696 29059466 26528818 24710567 26357427 28376114 27500382 

25149296 27277450 28213828 28431795 28431795 28844464 29176844 27450025 24751289 28426437 28715086 

29517271 26031832 28231488 27440720 28561920 29121718 29091321 27435327 25356026 29293527 28900522 

29112910 25208061 28357031 27729637 28643136 28656403 28365330 26871407 26642068 27706177 29066007 

25514554 29069254 28856972 28598786 27689145 24871695 27471115 26857658 28839883 25805059 29621270 

28442120 26556985 27140522 24791844 27689833 26494963 27310486 29584594 27787686 28493799 25754769 

29463906 26435270 29317276 26143473 28503746 26366688 28063644 28586172 28056459 26580548 25427743 

28548237 25804329 25040931 28483579 28483579 25308941 25994191 28107385

127 Result of the original Ovid 

MEDLINE search

3 #1 AND #2 8 Abstracts were retrieved by the 

original search
4 29566420 29584594 29317276 29293527 29249457 29091321 29059466 28715086 28561920 29176844 29121718 

29089825 29069254 29066007 28900522 28844464 28790227 28643136 28617883 28483579 28440347 28431795 

28376114 28365330 28295027 28231488 28213828 28107385 28056459 27908579 27787686 27569696 27706177 

27500382 27471115 27450025 27440720 27363587 27310486 27239646 27140522 26947447 26871407 26659452 

26655870 26435270 26670853 26580548 26528818 26366688 26143473 26116161 26091003 26004669 25994191 

25970201 25959234 25804329 25651500 25514554 25469784 25308941 25251998 24751289 24782633 24710567 

25208061 24871695 24835213 24815876

70 Result of the cNRS best 

sensitivity filtered search

5 #1 AND #4 5 5 of 8 abstracts were retrieved

This example shows how we used Pubmed to check if studies that were assessed
during full-text screening in the original review, were also part of the filtered search
result.
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Review & cNRS characteristics

Total Range

Number of reviews 21 N/A

Number of included 

studies (any study 

design) 87 1-14

Number of included

cNRS 65 1-8

cNRS found by Ovid 

Medline search
64 1-8

Study design according to 

reviewer
n=64 %

Controlled before-after study 1 2%

Interrupted time series 2 3%

Prospective cohort study 17 27%

Retrospective cohort study 43 67%

Retrospective observational

study 1 2%

We identified 21 RRs. Around half of them also included other study designs, mainly 
RCTs. 
In the end, we had a set of 64 cNRS that had been included in these RRs and were 
found by the original unfiltered Medline search. More than 90% were categorized by 
the reviewers as a type of cohort study.
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Sensitivity of filtered searches

Filter

No. of 

cNRS found 

overall

Sensitivity

Range

Sensitivity

Average

Sensitivity

Median

No. of searches 

with 100% 

sensitivity

Fsens

(best sensitivity) 56/64 50%-100% 89% 100% 14/21 (67%)

Fspec

(best specificity) 48/64 0%-100% 76% 80% 8/21 (38%)

76% 13% 11%

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Average Sensitivity (cumulative)

Found by Fsens & Fspec Found by Fsens Missed by filters

Accross all RRs, the best sensitivity filter had an average sensitivty 89%, but a median 
sensitivity of 100%.
Not surprisingly, the best specificity filter had a lower sensitivity. In one case, the
original review inculded only 1 cNRS and this study was not found by the filter, 
resulting in a sensitivity of 0.
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Reductions in search results

Size of search results compared to Original MEDLINE search (OMS)

Median reduction of MEDLINE result: 

• Fsens: 40% 

• Fspec: 53%

Total Range Average Median

OMS 11370 126-1932 541.4 361.0

Fsens 6590 (58%) 32-1217 313.8 (57%) 239.0 (60%)

Fspec 5116 (45%) 24-1014 243.6 (44%) 188.0 (47%)

Looking at the size of the search results, you see that there was a wide range in the
number of records retrieved by the searches. 
Applying the filters would have reduced the search results by a median of 40% or 53% 
depending on the filter.
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Reduction in screening time

3.4h 4.4h 7.4h

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

hours per screener

Average abstract & full-text screening time (cumulative)

Fspec

Fsens

OMS

Estimated MEDLINE screening time 

(abstracts & full-text, hrs/screener)

Reduction of screening time compared 

to OMS (hrs/screener)

Range Average Median Average Median

OMS 1.6-31.7 7.4 5.1

Fsens 0.7-13.2 4.4 3.6 3.0 (41%) 1.7 (33%)

Fspec 0.5-11.1 3.4 3.0 4.0 (54%) 2.6 (51%)

This also would have led to an reduction in screening time. Here again, you can see
that the range is large.
But the estimated median reduction in screening time would have been one third for
the best sensitivity filter and half for the best specificity filter. 
Obviously, in case of a small search result, this would not be a huge reduction in 
actual time. However, in the larger search results we can see that applying the filters
could have reduced screening time by a whole workday or more. 
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Retrieval of missed records by supplementary search 

methods

Pubmed Similar Articles based on preliminary searches, Reference lists of
included cNRS found by Ovid MEDLINE search

• Combination of methods retrieved 62% (Fsens) to 56% (Fspec) of
missed cNRS

• Pubmed Similar Articles ranks: 9-64

Total cNRS

missed

found by Pubmed

Similar Articles

found by

Reference lists

found by combined

Non-Boolean

Missed by Fsens 8 2 3 5

Missed by Fspec 16 4 6 9

But what about the studies that were not found using these filters?
The best sensitivity filter missed 8 articles of 64, the best specificity filter missed 16 
articles. 

But: In our reviews we use 2 non-boolean search methods: First, a Pubmed similar
articles search based on up to 6 articles found during the preliminary searches. 
Second, we check the reference lists of included studies that were found by the
database searches. 
Using these methods, we would have retrieved more than half of the missed studies. 
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Impact on RR conclusions

Missing cNRS affected 7/21 (Fsens) or 13/21 (Fspec) RRs

7
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What about the impact of missing studies? 
When using the best sensitivity filter, 7 Reviews were affected. But none would have
changed their conclusions because of the missing studies. 
On the other hand, in the 13 reviews affected by using the best specifity filter, there
was 1 were the confidence in the conclusions would have been reduced, and 2 were
a conclusion was no longer possible. We consider the last category as the most
problematic outcome observed.
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Impact on RR conclusions

Affected RRs if filtered Ovid MEDLINE search is combined with non-

Boolean searches

3
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If we combine the filtered Medline searches with the additional non-Boolean search
methods, we see that the number of reviews affected by missting studies would have
dropped. But the 2 „no conclusion possible“ reviews would still remain.
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Conclusions

• Sensitivity of Fsens and Fspec was similar to validation study

• Both would reduce the burden of screening compared to unfiltered

Ovid MEDLINE searches

• Non-Boolean methods retrieved ca. half of the missed cNRS

• cNRS missed by Fsens did not affect rapid review conclusions

 Ovid MEDLINE + Fsens + non-Boolean searches seem a safe way

to improve efficency of ebminfo.at and ebninfo.at searches

Based on these findings, so it looks like the combination of an Ovid MEDLINE search
using the best sensitivity filter –in particular combined with non-Boolean searches -
would be a safe way to improve efficency of our searches.
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Limitations

• Analysis based on RRs → Larger number of information sources

might have found additional cNRS

• Estimated search results & screening time based only on Ovid 
MEDLINE searches for cNRS → additional study design filters & 

information sources would lead to smaller reductions overall

• If the unfiltered search results is very small → application of filters

unlikely

However, there are some limitations to our study. 
• First of all, our analysis is based on rapid reviews that already used a limited 

number of information sources. We do not know what we have missed in 
comparison to a full SR search. 

• Second, our estimates of search results and screeing time are based on Ovid 
Medline searches for cNRS alone. In reality, using additional filters and additional 
databases would would lead to larger search results overal, and therefore smaller
reductions in screening time.

• Finally, some of the unfiltered search results were very small. This means we
probably would not have used study design filters at all.
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Thank you!

Irma.klerings@donau-uni.ac.at
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